B4: Power Assist: Navigating the
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Learning objectives:
Upon completion of the session participants will be
able to:
1. Compare and contrast a range of Power Assist
options for wheelchair users
2. Identify the most appropriate options to
consider based on individual client need and
the pros and cons of each
3. Use clinical rationale and reasoning to
confidently select appropriate Power Assist
options ensuring both client need and
environmental factors/limitations are
considered
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Session description:
Over the past decade the availability of Power Assist
options for wheelchair users has increased
significantly: options now include products designed
to remain on the wheelchair as well as units designed
to be fitted and removed independently by the user.
Selection of the most appropriate option can be
daunting. Consideration needs to be given to the type
of terrain the client wants to access, how they will
transport the item, how it will interface with their
manual wheelchair and whether or not it is more
appropriate than a power wheelchair. This session will
discuss a range of options, present the pros and cons
associated with each and include clinical rationale for
the selection of a product. The challenges presented
by a range of environments will be discussed, with
Case Studies used to illustrate the assessment process
and outcomes for clients.
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B5: The Power and Freedom: The
Impact of Power Assist
Sharon Davies, QSM
Maria Whitcombe-Shingler, NZROT, MOccTher
Learning objectives:
1. To share Sharon’s experiences of being
assessed for, trialling and using power assist.
2. To share the experience of using the WhOM
from a client and therapist perspective.
3. To discuss the benefits of power assist options
compared to other power mobility solutions.
Session description:
Sharon as the client, Maria in the role of therapist,
share the journey of identifying the need for,
obtaining funding, and trialling power assist options to
access work, public transport and the wider
community
Qualitative single case study design, with a
constructivist paradigm, was used with the WhOM
(Wheelchair Outcome measure) as one of the
outcome measures. A photographic record will also be
shared. This is Sharon’s story.
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More than ever, wheelchair designs are reflecting the
desires of people with disabilities to be fully
integrated members of society. By borrowing ideas
from the bicycle and even the car industry, wheelchair
manufacturers are creating ever more mobile, more
adaptive means of mobility.
So as a background to Sharon’s story, her

occupational therapist Maria, will share her clinical
assessment and reasoning around Sharon’s
wheelchair mobility needs and the full range of power
assist options considered, with their benefits, costs
and possible challenges, to support and enhance
Sharon’s work and community access.
Conclusion: Power assist offers physical and social
benefits for users. Therapists should consider users’
overall lifestyles and environments before
recommending.
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